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For the past years we have questioned the 
agency and role of our collection and the way it 
has informed our programs of exhibitions, events 
and residencies for artists and curators. With this 
project, the collection itself becomes the subject 
of a year long residency hosted by another 
institution, Beirut. If collecting is a curatorial 
practice, Kadist aims at experimenting with 
this format through institutional collaboration 
based on trust and shared responsibility. We are 
looking forward to how the selection of works will 
respond to the specificity of Beirut’s publics and 
situation, and how it can become an educational 
tool in various ways. Sharing, even temporarily, 
the collection as a symbolic and curatorial value 
allows us to extend our knowledge about the 
works by generating new discussion and content, 
and to work more closely with all the artists 
involved in the project.

Kadist Art Foundation

In Egypt and the wider region, only very few art 
institutions have the means to host and preserve 
contemporary artworks or collections. Original 
artworks from around the world are rarely exhibited 
due to bureaucratic constraints and a general 
lack of the essential infrastructure. The presence 
and evolution of contemporary art practices 
often nestle within event-based formats, drawing 
on ephemeral exchange and exhibition practices 
that dematerialize the artwork and rely more on 
the circulation of individuals as artists than on 
the work they make. As an institution, we witness 
an increasing disparity between where artists 
live and work, and where their work is produced, 
presented and collected. Commissioning and 
collecting bodies generally lie within the art 
market centers, outside the local context. This 
ultimately contributes to the precariousness of 
shared challenges and doubts facing artistic 
discourse and production. In practice, if we 
presently do not have the necessary means to 
make a collection possible, how can we evoke 
the spirit of a collection to imagine its becoming 
in the future? 

Beirut
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A magician draws out the exact image you imagine from over 
thousands and thousands of images in his pocket just like 
that! (Aurélien Froment) and you encounter a hat with a 
photograph, and think “how poetically absurd!” (Hans Peter 
Feldman), you read an annotated newspaper clipping that tells 
you of historians and horse gambling (The Atlas Group), and 
just when you thought you have seen it all, you peer into the 
security monitor, and a fox, yes a real fox, is roaming the halls 
of a museum (Francis Alys). 

A Guest Without A Host is a Ghost brings a selection of 
contemporary artworks from the Kadist collections in Paris and 
San Francisco on a nine-month residency to Cairo. From over 
500 existing works in the Kadist collection, Beirut appointed 
a group of thirty guests to reside here as temporary guests 
to the city. The project speaks to the absence of collections 
and museums dedicated to contemporary art in Egypt, and 
draws on local partners spanning not-for-profit and private art 
galleries and other cultural spaces, to engage more closely 
with the hosted works. 

Collecting is an attempt to distill a certain likeness among 
otherwise distinct things – often driven by a desire to imagine 
new, alternative and queer forms of affiliation that reside in a 
specific social context. The transient presence of a collecting 
impulse in Cairo lingers among local institutions, initiatives and 
individuals inviting them to explore what makes them alike and 
what makes them distinct. We trust that this will not only allude 
to an absence of a collecting institution or a museum amongst 
the many organiations we work with, but will also shed light 
on the fragile presence and co-dependency of institutions, 
evoking a relation of mutuality and shared being-in-common.
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This project evolves in two chapters. The first features 
an exhibition co-hosted by Beirut, Townhouse and the 
Contemporary Image Collective to publicly introduce our guests 
and hosts to each other. The second chapter departs from the 
exhibition as form, encouraging the artworks to have a life 
of their own and feel at home. Some artworks will be invited 
to go on a journey to new homes, offices and spaces in the 
city. Others will become objects of inquiry in workshops and 
seminars, to feature as special guests in other projects, and 
form the base for new artist commissions and responses by 
local and visiting practitioners.

In many ways the artworks selected for this project elicit notions 
of an absent presence, both real or imagined, of artworks, 
collections, memories, discourses, voices, histories and stories 
that are concealed from entering our world. What is barred has 
a way of pressing itself against our conscious life and finding 
a way to be present, through the potency of our imagination, 
thought, memory, hallucination. The exhibition is mindful 
of images particularly their reproducibility, and their role in 
photography and cinema. Central to the project is also the 
object-hood of images, and of artworks. 

The uncanny disappearances of shapes, lines and forms 
escaping the trauma of war, and inhabiting the spaces 
around works of art (Walid Raad) tell us that works are also 
sites around which histories accumulate. The historical facts 
and fictions, and stories that are told, transform the essence of 
photographs, as records and as images.  

The ghostly presence of an army of boots without bodies 
marching through the US mail system (Eleanor Antin), the 
fatherly figures of former shop owners overlooking their 
legacy (Taysir Batniji), the institutional palimpsests in the 
changing face of a city (Nicolas Consuegra), the hallucinatory 
appearance of visual forms after periods of confined darkness 
(Melvin Moti), all reflect back to the beginning: What appears in 
place of an absent presence? Would ghosts exist without their 
hosts? Would they haunt a world without us?

This exhibition will be accompanied by a public program, 
conceived in close collaboration and throughout the venues 
of all our partners. For exact details on the program, check 
Beirut’s new website, as imagined by Goda Budvytyte on the 
occasion of A Guest Without A Host is a Ghost. 

BEIRUT SCREENING CONTEMORARY
IMAGE
COLLECTIVE

TOWNHOUSE

S CTB
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In the early nineties, Francis Alÿs shifts his practice from 
architecture to the arts as a way of further exploring issues 
around the urban environments and the language of its use. 
His works often deal with a simple action, like a game, which 
is then documented in different media. His works are playful 
in form and narrative and test the relevance of poetic acts in 
politicized situations. 

The Nightwatch is a work that makes ironic reference to a 
celebrated painting by Rembrandt. The video stars a fox that is 
reelased in the London’s National Portrait Gallery. As it wanders 
thorugh the exbhibition halls, its movements are followed using 
the museum’s CCTV system. Alÿs was inspired partly by the 
proliferation of surveillance cameras around London, and by 
the number of urban foxes forced to lead a scavenger existence 
in the city. The fox grows accustomed to the gallery in the same 
way it has become habituated to the city, just as we as viewers 
acculturate to the exhibition environment – while our actions 
are carefully observed, by the surveillance cameras and the 
artworks themselves. 

Francis Alÿs (b. 1959, Belgium) lives and works in Mexico City.

Originally a painter and maker of assemblaces in the fifties, 
the last forty years have witnessed many different turns for the 
artist Eleanor Antin. She is mostly known for her conceptual 
feminist-roote practice, ranging in work that has spanned 
image-making, narrative, installation and live perfomance, 
with subjects that combine history and fiction with with and 
humor. Her work is described to be theatrical in sensibility and 
allegorical in impulse.  

100 Boots is said to be Antin›s best-known conceptual work. 
It comprises fifty-one photographic postcards, an epic visual 
narrative in which 100 black rubber boots stand in for a fictional 
‘hero’ making a trip from California to New York City. Over 
two-and-a-half years, Antin photographed the boots against 
different backdrops across the U.S., and then turned the 
pictures into postcards, which she then mailed to approximately 
1,000 people around the world. The project speaks of the 
reproduction and dissemination of images, and about how the 
material reality of images – their settings and their existence in 
mailboxes – stands in stark contrast to the everyday lives of the 
people who may receive and might collect them. 

Eleanor Antin (b.1935, USA) lives and works in San Diego.

F R A N C I S  A L Ÿ S

THE NIGHTWATCH, 2004
VIDEO, 19 MIN.

E L E A N O R  A N T I N

100 BOOTS, 1971-1973
SERIES OF 10 PHOTO-POSTCARDS 

CB
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The Atlas Group is an imaginary foundation with the objective 
to research and document Lebanon’s contemporary history 
dealing with the period between 1975 and 1991. Its works 
are presented through lectures, films, photography exhibitons, 
documents and the group’s archives which contains new as 
well as found and existing files. The Atlas Group has made a 
series of books published by Walther König on the imaginary 
collection of Dr. Fakhouri’s found notebook reports on the 
Lebanese war.
 
Lebanese historians were also gamblers during the war. They 
met every Sunday at the race courses, positioned behind the 
press photographers taking pictures. The historians betted 
on how many fractions of seconds before or after passing 
the line the photograph would be taken. That is to say that no 
photo showed the horse on the finishing line. Each page of the 
notebook contains an image of the horse passing the finish 
line cut out of the Annahar newspaper on the following day. 
These documents provoke questions about historical fact. Why 
are there no images of the moment when the horse passes 
the line? Does the press authorize the reproduction of false 
information? The historians bet on the photographer’s margin 
of error. The evidence about an event is not necessarily linked 
to the production of an objective document. 

The Atlas Group is a fictional collectvie imagined by Walid Raad.

T H E  A T L A S  G R O U P

MISSING LEBANESE WARS,    
LINGUISTIC, 1996
SINGLE PRINT, INKJET ON    
ARCHIVAL PAPER

B T A Y S I R  B A T N I J I

FATHERS #18 AND FATHERS #27, 2006
TWO PHOTOGRAPHS, INKJET PRINT

Trained as a painter, creator of installations and performances, 
since the nineties Taysir Batniji has mainly worked with 
video and photography. He documents Palestinian reality 
in a physically vivid, anti-spectacular way by focusing on 
displacement, intermediate states, and the inhibition of 
movement. 

Fathers #18 and Fathers #27 are part of a series of 
photographs and videos realized in Gaza. Fathers offers an 
incomplete inventory of portraits that we often see framed and 
hanging on the walls of cafes, stalls, shops, workshops and 
other workplaces in Gaza and the Middle East. Often old and 
yellowed, sometimes dusty and slanted, these portraits rarely 
have links to the current owner. This kind of places seem full 
(of products, objects, memories and signs of life) and empty at 
the same time, they seem petrified, belonging to the present as 
well as to the past. The power of these images lies in what they 
hold as much as in what they reveal.

Taysir Bhatniji (b. 1966, Palestine) lives and works in Paris.

C
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In 1971 Kōji Wakamatsu and Masao Adachi, the two 
legendary filmmakers of Japanese Nouvelle Vague, realized a 
documentary on the Palestinian struggle in Beirut, Lebanon. 
Three years later, Masao Adachi became the writer for the 
Japanese Red Army Faction, which was linked to the PFLP 
(Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine). In this film, the 
thirty year-long journey of the Japanese Red Army is told by 
two of its protagonists. The stories are intertwined and reveal 
complex rapports between militancy, terrorism and cinema. 
This film considers the role of art and its tenable powerlessness 
that could lead to the shift from an artistic practice to armed 
struggle. It follows the shift from a cinematographic image 
to that of propaganda, and armed propaganda, before 
concentrating on the reconstruction of missing images.

Eric Baudelaire (b. 1973, USA) lives and works in Paris.

THE ANABASIS OF MAY AND FUSAKO 
SHIGENOBU, MASAO ADACHI, AND 27 
YEARS WITHOUT IMAGES, 2011
VIDEO, 66 MIN.

E R I C  B A U D E L A I R ES

The Ugly One, narrated by Masao Adachi, follows a couple 
in Beirut coping with the loss of their child to a terrorist act. 
Featuring stunning photography of the city’s beaches and ruins, 
the film’s confusion of memory and place begins as a slightly 
stilted meta-textual exercise and builds to a work with political 
and emotional urgency. Part love affair, part political tale, half-
documentary and half-fiction, the film is also a confrontation 
between two generations of politics and filmmaking, exploring 
the question of militancy and regret. As a backdrop are political 
impasses that are mirrored by the narrative impossibilities 
upon which The Ugly One is built.

Eric Baudelaire’s works involve elaborately staged situations 
that appear to be real but are somewhat…odd. Whether in his 
photographs, videos, prints or installations, the artist places 
the viewers in situations where they question what they see and 
how they are seeing it. At times he uses simple techniques of 
assemblage, sampling and mechanical reproduction, applied 
to real documents. His works are characterized by how he 
playfully extracts made-up stories from real things and a formal 
vocabulary that makes his artistic language quite distinct. 

E R I C  B A U D E L A I R E S

THE UGLY ONE, 2013
VIDEO, 101 MIN.
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Jennifer Bornstein’s work encompasses performance, 
conceptual photography, film, drawing, etchings and curating. 
In her works, she places the self-constructed nature of narrative 
and subjectivity into the foreground of her works. Bornstein 
is constantly rethinking social and historical relations with 
emphasis on connection, mutuality, and reintegration, rather 
than rupture and disintegration. 

Collectors’ Favorites is an episode of a local cable program 
from the mid-nineties in which ordinary people were invited 
to present their personal collections—a concept that in 
many ways anticipates current reality TV shows and internet 
videos. When her turn to “perform” comes, Bornstein displays 
mundane and disposable—but elaborately archived or 
framed—consumer objects such as coffee lids, plastic straws, 
candy wrappers, and product labels. Through the medium of 
public broadcasting, she makes apparent the massive cultural 
penetration of advertising, and its proliferation of “throwaway 
culture” via images. Further, Bornstein suggests that within a 
massive and mercurial social network that often places value 
arbitrarily, any worthless mass-market products can be turned 
into coveted objects via absurd relations and vice versa. 

Jennifer Bornstein (b. 1970, USA) lives and works in Berlin.

Z A R I N A  B H I M J I

BAPA CLOSED HIS HEART. 
IT WAS OVER, 2001-2006
PHOTOGRAPH, ILFOCHROME 
CIBA CLASSIC PRINT

J E N N I F E R  B O R N S T E I N

COLLECTORS’ FAVORITES, 1994
VIDEO, 21 MIN.

Zarina Bhimji films and photographs result from prolonged 
research in the field. Over the past few years she has travelled 
to Zanzibar, India and East Africa, retracing the path of the 
former British colonists. Her artworks evoke human presence 
in places where it is absent, but where an atmospheric tension 
resulting from previous tragic events is still felt.

This photograph, which belongs to the series Love, was shot 
by Bhimji during her journey in Uganda in 2001. It depicts 
Entebbe airport, the site of evacuation of Asian refugees 
as well as the site of a daring attempt to resolve a hijacking 
crisis by Israeli forces in 1976. Although still functioning, it is 
dilapidated. Commercial flights use a more modern airport, as 
though Entebbe is too scarred by history to be reused. The work 
evokes a bygone era as well as the consequences of enforced 
action. The title of the work refers to Bhimji’s father and his 
decision to leave Uganda, thus closing a chapter of the family 
history. By returning to Uganda, Bhimji has reopened it.

Zarina Bhimji (b.1963, Uganda) lives and works in London.

SC
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Patty Chang is involved in the performance scene since 
the nineties. Staging her own body in intensely difficult 
situations enables her to denounce problems she observes in 
contemporary society. By appropriating cinematic conventions, 
popular culture, pornography, literature and translation, Chang 
ceaselessly explores and subverts historical and current 
relations between East and West.

Shangri-la refers to the mythical city of James Hilton’s novel 
Lost Horizon written in 1933 and exemplified in a film by Frank 
Capra that speaks of eternal youth in a city of happiness. In 
1997, a small town in an agricultural region of central China 
near the Tibetan border was proclaimed as the place that 
inspired Shangri-la. Thereafter, a dozen other cities in the 
same area have claimed to be paradise on earth, prompting a 
marketing battle without mercy, raging on until the government’s 
intervention. Chang explores the idea of a real journey to an 
imaginary place. The work exposes contradictions: the search 
for a city’s roots and traditions leading to a falsification of 
its history, and the cultural conflicts caused by touristic and 
financial goals.

Patty Chang (b. 1972, USA) lives and works in New York.

Nicolás Consuegra explores the contradictions of modern 
visual culture through his photographs, sculptures, paintings, 
and installations. He is interested in developing projects that 
are sensitive to time, place, and audience. In addition to his 
personal practice, Consuegra is co-founder member of the 
editorial board of Revista Asterisco (revistasterisco.org)—an             
independent art magazine from Colombia.

In his project Instituto de Vision, the artist looks at how           
modernism gave rise to many new technological forms of            
vision, most notably the camera, yet also resulted in the 
disappearance of outmoded forms of vision. As a metaphor for 
this process, he looks to the afterlife of the image as evidenced 
in signs. When a company goes out of business or moves, its 
sign often lingers and slowly fades, creating a ghosted image. 
This exploration of the relics of modern visual experience  
questions what gains and losses came out of modernism.

Nicolás Consuegra (b. 1976, Colombia) lives and works in     
Bogotá. 

P A T T Y  C H A N G

SHANGRI-LA, 2005
VIDEO, 40 MIN.

N I C O L Á S  C O N S U E G R A

UNTITLED (AVISOS ESFUMADOS), 
FROM THE PROJECT 
INSTITUTO DE VISION, 2008
FOUR GILCÉE PRINTS 
ON ARCHIVAL PAPER

S T
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Whether making films, installations, or collages, Julien 
Crépieux’s work propose original devices through the 
appropriation of images, films, texts, and music, of which he 
twists the modes of appearance, giving rise to works marked 
with a  formal as well as poetical dimension.

Microfilm is a video-graphic transcription of Samuel Fuller’s 
cinematographic work Pick Up On South Street (1953). 
Microfilm is neither a remake or an adaptation Fuller’s original 
but rather a transcription, in the musical sense. The structural 
model of the original is respected but the final object differs 
because of a distantiation and contextualisation, a sort of 
“mise en abyme” of the shooting of the film. Microfilm takes 
each cut, each movement and camera axe, each value from 
the original film. Instead of actors, several monitors broadcast 
Fuller’s film within various interior and exterior spaces of an 
uninhabited chateau. Through this configuration, the original 
film becomes the memory of a film that inhabits a deserted 
décor and is haunted by the out of shot presence of the filmic 
apparatus.

Julien Crépieux (b. 1979, France) lives and works in Paris.

Rather than producing and inventing, Hans-Peter Feldmann 
prefers to accumulate and collect. He assembles found images 
and objects taken from everyday life in ways that allow for 
their absurdity and poetry to rise, to regain their strangeness 
and emotional touch. Giving aura to the mundane, his simple 
gestures remind us that art is above all an appropriation 
of everything around us. Contesting authorship and the 
commodification of art, he never titles or dates his works, 
which are often conceived as open editions.

The artist famously made numerous trips to England in search 
of old photographs when he was an antique dealer, and then 
worked in a gift store with his wife when he left the art world 
in the 1980s. Hats and photographs are regularly part of his 
arrangements. The Borsalino-type felt hat and its association 
with artists such as Marcel Duchamp and Joseph Beuys 
bestows the work with a form suggestive of portraiture.

 

Hans-Peter Feldmann (b. 1941, Germany) lives and works in 
Düsseldorf.

J U L I E N  C R É P I E U X

MICROFILM, 2012
VIDEO, 77 MIN.

H A N S - P E T E R 
F E L D M A N N

HAT WITH PHOTOGRAPH, NO DATE
INSTALLATION (HAT, HAT-HOLDER, 
AND PHOTOGRAPH ON PEDESTAL)

S C
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Aurélien Froment’s practice revolves around a diverse range of 
mediums, such as film, photography, and text in order to expand 
the way textual and visual narratives, whether documentary 
or fiction, are constructed. Froment seeks to address the 
subjectivity of images and the ever-changing contexts in which 
they come to be interpreted.

Théâtre de poche is inspired by Arthur Lloyd, a magician who 
was famous for being able to take out of his pockets any image 
requested by his spectators. His coat hid over 15.000 different 
prints. In Froment’s work, a magician presents images by 
making them appear, disappear or move in space. The 
performance is accompanied by a rather rudimentary sound 
that highlights the artifice of the magician’s tricks and places 
it in a comedic register. The work appears as a metaphor 
for artistic creation, how ideas coincide, and the hesitations 
and experiments that constitute a practice. It’s inevitable to 
build connections between art and magic, the artist and the 
magician, artistic practice with that of illusion, and of collecting 
and re-interpreting images.

Aurélien Froment (b. 1976, France) lives and works in Paris 
and Dublin.

Ryan Gander is a collector. He keeps all sorts of documents to 
create from. His studio is full of found images, personal images, 
documents copied from internet or cut-outs of newspapers. 
In a number of his works, lectures or texts, Ryan Gander is 
very attached to details, to anecdotes. He seeks to highlight 
invisible details of daily reality. All his works are in dialogue with 
one another. Each title also builds on the associations between 
the works.

This work is meditative and fragile. These abstract forms are 
projected slides belonging to another lecture, Travelogue, 
where the images have been removed. What is left is the hole of 
the frame of the slide. Seated on a group of corduroy cushions, 
the spectator is invited to follow the “spectacle” of forms that 
appear and disappear to the rhythm of the two projectors. Ryan 
Gander presents us with a void, which is a space to fill. Here 
absence is presence. He plays with emptiness and fullness, 
forms and counter-forms. These voids are proof of removed 
content, leaving an ‘aura’ which becomes a place for nostalgia, 
or imagination.

Ryan Gander (b. 1976, UK) lives and works in London.

A U R É L I E N  F R O M E N T

THÉÂTRE DE POCHE, 2008
VIDEO, 12 MIN. 27 SEC.

TRAVELOGUE LECTURE WITH 
MISSING CONTENT, 2001
MULTI-MEDIA INSTALLATION

R Y A N  G A N D E R TB
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The work consists of a work inside a work. The spectator is 
presented with a commissioned documentary on a flat-screen 
Tv on the subject of the production of the making of an artwork 
that doesn’t exist entitled The magic and the meaning. This 
imaginary film is described only within the documentary, 
which follows parts of the making of the film, extracts from 
interviews with the writer and film maker Dan Fox and Ryan 
Gander himself; as well as showing short slow-motion sections 
of the film that does not exist. The imaginary film is described 
as taking the form of a 16 mm black and white film study of 
young art students in an exhibition of Francis Bacon at Tate 
Britain, London. The film documents the students drawing 
and sketching the paintings that they see on the walls in 
their sketchbooks, as an act of association to the world of art 
through a romantic gesture. 

Jiří Kovanda has been one of the outstanding conceptual artists 
of the Czech art scene. He organised his first performances 
in public environments in Prague in the mid-seventies. His 
minimal actions, all based on a detailed scenario, were 
recorded through photography in black and white and 
instruction leaflets.

In the eye of the artist, the work of art is made up of these 
documents, these performances having no other aim than 
the traces they record. In his performances, those mundane 
actions appear slightly off-key, allowing us, through this 
combination of apparent simplicity and unbalance, to grasp at 
the individual and what remains real and human in a society 
under surveillance. After 1978, Kovanda staged minimalist 
and poetical interventions still recorded through a photograph 
and a text while the artist disappeared completely from his 
interventions which deal with the very notion of trace and 
visibility. In the 1980’s, Kovanda turned to painting before 
abandoning all artistic practices. His work was rediscovered 
only recently and Kovanda has been active again creating 
installations, paintings and performances.

Here, is a solo exhibition of Kovanda’s work featuring 
historical and recent pieces all roughly Xeroxed, selected from 
the exhibition Jiri Kovanda Versus Rest Of The World, held at 
gb agency (Paris) in 2006. 

J I Ř Í  K O V A N D A

JIŘÍ KOVANDA VERSUS 
REST OF THE WORLD
A SOLO SHOW

R Y A N  G A N D E R

THINGS THAT MEANS THINGS AND 
THINGS THAT LOOK LIKE THEY 
MEAN THINGS, 2008
VIDEO, 26MIN. 48 SEC.

T T
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Untitled responds to the same principles of an economy of 
means as the artist’s actions and installations: three empty 
cardboard boxes that have contained photographic film are 
piled one on top of the other. Nevertheless there is a harmony 
in the assembly of forms, writing colors, proportions; an 
aesthetic construction is carried by this contemporary still life. 
This work charts the passing of time: the cardboard yellows, the 
film becomes obsolete in the digital age. The artist’s actions 
and installations have a particular link to the photographic 
medium: they can only exist for the contemporary spectator 
and as an artwork, through the records and documentation. 
The sculpture seems to contain potential artworks in gestation 
in the bottom of the box, like a mysterious photographic 
chamber, invisible to the eye.

Jiří Kovanda (b. 1953, Czech Republic) lives and works in Prague.

J I Ř Í  K O V A N D A

UNTITLED, 1992
SCULPTURE (3 CARDBOARD BOXES)

T

In The Secret Life of Things, the narrator presents himself 
as an enthusiast and expert on films announcing the end of 
the world. A suite of extracts that intersect with his discourse 
highlight the recurrence of the theme in cinema: from René 
Clair and Paris qui dort (1924), to The Last Men on Earth 
(1964) or The Omega Man (1971). These themes recur in 
European literary and cinematographic culture and in the 
imaginary. They were greatly developed in the 1960s and 
1970s, allowing the expression of concerns of the time (the 
atomic bomb in Hiroshima, Cold War threats) through fiction. 
From the beginning of the video, one has a glimpse of Paris, 
and then other cities, empty, with abandoned buildings, roads 
and monuments. But the narrator explains that this obsession 
is linked to things. What will become of these objects, cars, 
houses when they have lost their users? 

John Menick (b. 1976, USA) lives and works in New York. 

J O H N  M E N I C K

THE SECRET LIFE OF THINGS, 2006
VIDEO, 6 MIN.

T
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For many decades France’s self image as “La Grande Nation” 
was shaped by a small book, telling children what it meant to 
be a proud French. In 1977 Jean-Luc Godard and Anne-Marie 
Miéville produced a counterstatement in a TV-documentary 
titled France/tour/detour/deux/enfants. Thirty years later 
Moser and Schwinger propose to interrogate France again 
and to initiate a reflection on the recurring question of “living 
together”. The series France, détours is made of four episodes 
produced in successive but independent stages, tied by the 
choice to follow only teenagers’ voice. The second episode, 
shot in the Paris suburb of Pierrefitte, presents youths with 
different social backgrounds who do not quite confirm the 
stereotypes that the media and politicians are trying to create. 

Frédéric Moser and Philippe Schwinger aim at questioning our 
present by analysing the symbols and metaphors proposed by 
the media. They started their artistic collaboration in 1988, 
directing the independent theatre company “l’atelier ici et 
maintenant” in Lausanne until 1993.

Frédéric Moser and Philippe Schwinger (b. 1966 and 1961, 
Switzerland) live and work in Brussels. 

F R É D É R I C  M O S E R  + 
P H I L I P P E  S C H W I N G E R

FRANCE, DÉTOURS, EPISODE 2: THIS 
LINE IS YOUR PATH, 2011
VIDEO, 53 MIN.

S

John Menick is an artist, writer, computer programmer, and 
professional spectator. He makes video and audio works, as 
well as writes essays and fiction. His first book of collected 
prose, A Report on the City, was published in 2012 by Walter 
König press.

Starring Sigmund Freud is a video memento for Sigmund 
Freud’s little-known film career. The video collects the over 
50 appearances that the character of Freud has made on 
films and television programs. After the 1950s, when pill 
vials replaced analytic couches, the father of psychoanalysis 
found a second career impersonating himself in everything, 
from a John Huston clunker to a Star Trek episode, which are 
gathered in this video compendium. A collection in film, and of 
films, of the father of psychoanalysis’ multifaceted cinematic 
appearances.

STARRING SIGMUND FREUD, 2012
VIDEO, 28 MIN.

J O H N  M E N I C K
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Montaron explores the tools that shape our understanding 
of representation and that lay bare the paradoxes that 
accompany our awareness of modernity. Resorting to obscure 
and outmoded devices, the artist draws attention to the act 
of recording as an attempt to transform experience into 
information. 

This film directly (and fictionally) refers to one of the first 
media dramas of the burning of the Zeppelin aircraft LZ 129 
Hindenburg as it landed in New York in 1937. The power of 
these images, which were widely diffused in the press, had 
a profound haunting impact on people’s consciousness. This 
mode of transport – both futuristic and obsolete – crystallizes 
a collective imaginary that was fed by cinematic, literary and 
mythological fiction. Realized with an anaglyph process – which 
superimposes two slightly offset images to produce an effect of 
depth – the film prevents the experience of the third dimension 
and emphasizes the tricks of fabrication. Due to its materiality 
and blurriness, the image, which is accompanied by a sinusoid 
wave, exerts a powerful haptic and hypnotic fascination.

Laurent Montaron (b. 1972, France) lives and works in Paris.

L A U R E N T  M O N T A R O N

WHAT REMAINS IS FUTURE, 2006
VIDEO, 8 MIN.

For the last 15 years, Charlotte Moth has been forming an 
image bank. She photographs and develops black and white 
photographs taken in places she passes through around 
the world. With the eye of a sculptor, she records modernist 
architecture in Brazil, Bauhaus style in Germany, empty 
spaces, out of time. She creates a classification of different 
types of spaces (as different species). This “Travelogue,” 
as she calls it, is an organic process, a collage, an activity 
revealing connections between image and experience. The 
form is economical: entirely in black and white utilizing identical 
formats and modest size. The images convey an obsession 
with line, order, construction and emptiness. The artist acts as 
assembler, collector and archivist, she introduces a distanced 
point of view on her own work. 

Charlotte Moth asked the art critic Francesco Pedraglio to write 
a text in response to the Man Ray film Les Mystères du Château 
de Dé, the decor of which was the Villa Noailles, built by Mallet-
Stevens. Pedraglio’s text was then displaced since the artist 
attributed it to her own photographs taken on the rue Mallet-
Stevens in Paris. A percussionist gave an audio response to the 
film during the opening at the Halle für Kunst in  Lüneburg, in 
2010. His reaction was then edited into the film. With no title 
or date, the images express chance and thrilling juxtapositions. 
Through the image, architecture, citation and decor become 
dematerialized or materialized sculpture.

THE ABSENT FORMS, 2010
VIDEO, 10 MIN. 40 SEC.

C H A R L O T T E  M O T HS
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This image was realized during the artist’s travel on residency 
to Poland. She discovers an abandoned modernist villa and 
photographs it, then, when she returns to continue her 
investigation, she discovers that it has been destroyed. Several 
temporalities are at work in this image, since the artist revisits 
landscape photography which is at once mental and fictional, 
present and absent. As for the image of the famous empty 
plinth in the Parc des Buttes Chaumont, it is also part of a 
certain mythology of the city, “from which everything would be 
made”.

Charlotte Moth (b. 1978, UK) lives and works in Paris.

C H A R L O T T E  M O T H

...THIS WAS THE PLANE - THE 
VARIOUSLY LARGE AND ACCENTUATED, 
BUT ALWAYS EXACTLY DETERMINED 
PLANE - FROM WHICH EVERYTHING 
WOULD BE MADE..., 2012
ANALOGUE PHOTOGRAPH

Melvin Moti’s work gives form to a forgotten incident, a historical 
moment, an anecdote or a scientific fact and is always based 
on intensive research and study. In his films, the artist slows 
down the interplay between sound and encouraging viewers to 
listen; to observe less passively; to hunt for clues; to embark on 
a journey of discovery.

The Prisoner’s Cinema is a phenomenon that is described 
in optical and neuroscience as visual hallucinations taking 
place in response to prolonged visual deprivation. The film The 
Prisoner’s Cinema shows light shining through a rose window. 
We hear the voice of a scientist describing his hallucinations 
after having been deprived of his senses during several days. 
The ‘form constants’, geometric patterns recurrently observed 
during hallucinations, will appear in different ages and in 
different cultures without altering in their meaning, as their 
interpretation is not culturally biased. As they always remain 
unchanged, these are forms without a history or future.

Melvin Moti (b. 1977, the Netherlands) lives and works
in Rotterdam.

M E L V I N  M O T I

THE PRISONER’S CINEMA, 2008
35 MM FILM, 22 MIN.

SB
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Ciprian Muresan works with a variety of media, from drawing, 
video and objects to photography and books. In his works he 
explores, salvages and re-contextualizes historical, social and 
cultural references in order to unveil the complexity of everyday 
life and the conditions of viewing history.

For Untitled (Monks) we see a group of monks copying artworks 
by figures such as Malevich, Mondrian, Beuys and Duchamp, 
who represent a certain form of utopia in art and are themselves 
quasi-mythical figures. The monks are furthermore copying 
from a catalogue reproducing works by Elaine Sturtevant, an 
artist who appropriates works by other artists (mostly men). 
The authenticity of the artist’s gesture defended by Modernism 
is rejected. The film acts as an interrogation on the loss of 
meaning of certain icons in Western art, a questioning of the 
negative and positive consequences of a meticulous repetition 
of the past. Within this exhibition, the work refers and ironically 
reflects on the status of the on-site exhibition-copies of original 
artworks realized for this project, a habit many institutions, in 
Egypt and abroad, are increasingly adopting.

Ciprian Muresan (b. 1977, Romania) lives and works in in 
Cluj-Napoca.

The Propeller Group was established in 2006 as a cross-
disciplinary structure. Its members have initiated a multi-platform, 
based in Ho Chi Minh City and Los Angeles. They use mass media 
to combine seemingly contradictory themes: advertising and 
politics, history and future, and public and private. 

Fade In (the whole title of the film is actually the entire five 
page script) is a collaboration with the Danish artist collective 
Superflex, a group of freelance artist–designer–activists 
committed to social and economic change, founded in 1993.

There are several time layers to understand the story behind 
this film. In 1601, the San Jago set sail from Goa for Lisbon; 
the cargo included the first consignment of South East Asian 
porcelain destined for the European market. During the journey, 
the cargo was stolen by Dutch pirates and sold on auction in 
Holland, which generated huge profit boosting the country’s 
economy. Objects from the San Jago are part of the collection 
of a historical museum in Holland.

In residency at the Zeeuws Museum, Superflex commissioned 
The Propeller Group to produce a three-part TV-series called 
Porcelain based on this historic event, which was filmed in 
Vietnam and broadcast on Vietnamese television in March 2010. 
Authentic objects from the collection were used in the series, as 
well as fake toy replica wooden guns produced in Vietnam.

C I P R I A N  M U R E S A N

UNTITLED (MONKS), 2011
VIDEO, 12 MIN. 13 SEC.

T H E  P R O P E L L E R 
G R O U P  +  S U P E R F L E X

FADE IN: EXT. STORAGE – CU CHI 
– DAY, 2010
VIDEO, 5 MIN. 35 SEC.
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Walid Raad’s works encompass video, photography , performance 
and literary essays. Through his projects he has created a 
substantial body of work that offers parallel readings on the the 
contemporary history of Lebanon with particular emphasis on 
the wars between 1975 and 1991. The Atlas Group is a fifteen 
year project established as a fictional collective that deals with 
the Lebanese wars between 1975 – 1991. His current work 
contextualize and deal with cultural developments in the Arab 
world, their potential impact and infrastructure. Most recently 
with other artists, writers and activits Raad launched a 52 
week campaign to protest labour conditions at art institutions 
in Abu Dhabi. 

“The Lebanese wars of the past three decades affected 
Lebanon’s residents physically and psychologically: from the 
hundred thousand plus who were killed; to the two hundred 
thousand plus who were wounded; to the million plus who 
were displaced; to the even more who were psychologically 
traumatized. Needless to say, the wars also affected Lebanese 
cities, buildings and institutions. It is clear to me today that 
these wars also affected colours, lines, shapes and forms. 

Some of these were affected in a material way and, like burned 
books or razed monuments, are physically destroyed and lost 
forever. Others, like looted treasure or politically compromised 
artworks, remain physically intact but are removed from 
view, possibly never to be seen again. And yet other colours, 
lines, shapes and forms, sensing the forthcoming danger, 
deploy defensive measures: they hide, take refuge, hibernate, 
camouflage and dissimulate. I expected them to do so in the 
artworks of past artists. I thought their paintings, sculptures, 
films, photographs, and drawings would be their most 
hospitable hosts. I was wrong. Instead, colours, lines, shapes 
and forms took refuge in unexpected places. They hid in 
Roman and Arabic letters and numbers; in circles, rectangles 
and squares; in yellow, blue and green. They dissimulated as 
typefaces, covers, titles and indexes; as the graphi  lines and 
footnotes of books; they camouflaged as letters, price lists, 
dissertations and catalogues; as diagrams and budgets. They 
hibernated not in, but around artworks.” 

Excerpt from Walid Raad in Miraculous Beginnings, Whitechapel 
Gallery, London, 2010, p.94.

Walid Raad (b. 1967, Lebanon) lives and works in New York.

W A L I D  R A A D

APPENDIX XVIII: PLATES, 2009
23 ARCHIVAL INKJET PRINTS ON 
ARCHIVAL PAPER
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Anri Sala combines techniques from two realms of art, the 
moving image and painting. His captivating visual projects 
constitute a poetic analysis of culture as determined by place 
and political context, and an exploration of the language of 
imagery and of the codes of visual communication.

Ghost Games follows the enigmatic dance of crabs “steered” 
by a flashlight in the night of darkness of a South American 
beach. The video produces a surreal impression, typical of 
Sala’s work, with no plot and no story. Sala explores the 
phenomenon of light and its effects by using the threatening 
reflection of the flashlight through the darkness of the beach. 
The film is punctuated by the erratic moves of the monster-
like creature, its ghostly disappearances into sand holes, and 
the crab’s occasional encounters with the feet of unidentified 
people standing in the sand, at times like an aggressive dance 
of protagonists, dramatically adding to the creepy feeling of the 
scene.

Anri Sala (b. 1974, Albania) lives and works in Paris.

Mungo Thomson is a conceptual artist whose challenging works 
reveal a fascination with time, space, music, and perceptual 
phenomena in general. Working with films, photography, 
sculptures, and books, artist Mungo Thomson makes art that 
reflects mass culture.

In Thomson’s Untitled (TIME), every front cover of TIME 
magazine is sequentially projected to scale at thirty frames 
per second. In a way, this work both examines the construction 
of history and the history of the influential magazine, which 
was founded in 1923. In addition to the play on “time” – one 
of Thomson’s on-going obsessions – this piece highlights and 
continues the artist’s encyclopaedic collecting impulse. 

Mungo Thomson (b.1969, USA) lives and works in Los Angeles.

A N R I  S A L A

GHOST GAMES, 2002
VIDEO, 9 MIN. 15 SEC.

M U N G O  T H O M S O N

UNTITLED (TIME), 2010
VIDEO, 2 MIN. 30 SEC. 
LOOPED

CT
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Danh Vo’s personal history of migration and adjustment is an 
important reference point for his artistic practice. Together with 
his family they arrived to Denmark from Vietman as refugees. In 
his work, he explores themes that question identity, authorship, 
sexuality, ownership and origin. He uses intimate, personal 
material to show that identity is a construction of projections, 
assumptions and attributed values. 

Archive of Dr. Joseph M. Carrier 1962-1973 is a series of 
black and white photographs belonging to Joseph Carrier, and 
appropriated by Danh Vo. Presumably Carrier was an American 
consultant in Vietnam during the war on an anthropological 
rather than a combat mission. Carrier and Vo met during a 
personal exhibition of Vo’s, and this meeting led Vo to create 
an archive on Carrier’s subjective experience in the 1960ies 
and 1970ies, all derived from the man’s personal possessions. 
The images are sensually charged, voyeuristic images of 
Vietnamese boys. This work reflects on the importance and role 
of the archive in witnessing and conveying different histories 
and perspectives to the hegemonic ones, and lies within Vo’s 
incessant attempt to shed light on subdued homosexuality in 
Vietnam, appropriation, and surrogate biographies.

Dan Vo (b. 1975, Vietnam) lives and works in Berlin. 

Ulla von Brandenburg works in a diverse range of media to 
create complex, multi-layered narratives that investigate the 
thresholds that exist between reality and artifice. Concerned 
with ‘the borders of different consciousness: past and present, 
alive and dead, real and illusionary’, von Brandenburg creates 
work positioned uncertainly at the point at which reality ends 
and the illusion of life, emotions and events begins. 

Eight opens with a close up of a painting by Hubert Robert 
depicting the Chateau de Chamarande where the film was 
shot. The painting acts as a key to the unfolding film, in which 
different tableau vivant that the camera encounters recall 
some other cultural manifestation: Greek theatre, the work 
of René Magritte, Caspar David Friederich, or Jean-Baptiste 
Greuze. The film enshrines ambiguity; are these people alive 
or dead, animate or inanimate wax works? Only the paper that 
inflates and deflates indicates a living presence. This is the 
only motif that engages with the cinematic, everything else is 
photographic and theatrical. Von Brandenburg appropriates 
this historical source material and transforms it into an 
ambiguous present to tacitly reveal and question the rules that 
govern our social reality.

Ulla Von Brandenburg (b. 1974, Germany) lives and works in Paris.

D A N H  V O

ARCHIVE OF DR. JOSEPH M. 
CARRIER 1962-1973, 2010 
PHOTOGRAVURE, SET OF 24 

U L L A  V O N 
B R A N D E N B U R G

EIGHT, 2007
16 MM FILM, 8 MIN. 10 SEC.
CARRIER 1962-1973, 2010 
PHOTOGRAVURE, SET OF 24 
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Report of the Legal Subcommittee is a print featuring a map of 
the stars, together with a found transcription of a recent United 
Nations meeting in which various international delegations 
declare frustration with their 40-year-old, on-going efforts 
to devise a legal definition of outer space. This admission 
seems to hold a rich poetic potential, the human attempts to 
bureaucratize and control outer space seemingly frustrated 
by the sublime scale and mystery of its infinite depths. In this 
sense, the work becomes a manifesto of, and an attempt to 
think poetically about, the bureaucracy involved in shipping 
the (original) artworks on view in this exhibition, and how this 
relates to (the mysteries of) art and exhibition making.

Carey Young uses video, photographs, texts and performance 
projects to explore legal and corporate culture. Drawing on the 
conceptual tradition of the use of language and the document 
as artistic media in her works, Young uses contractual and 
administrative codes as linguistic ready-mades. As per the 
artist’s words: “Contracts can be laden with emotion and 
action; they imply promises, offers, agreements, obligations, 
good faith; they necessitate performance and invite consent.” 

Carey Young (b. 1970, Zambia) lives and works in London.

Hashem El Madani, a studio photographer in Saida, began 
working in 1948. Like all studio photographers his subjects 
came to him. The studio was a constant flux of visitors. 
It was perceived as a safe haven, where the subjects of 
his photographs could act out their fantasies within the 
conventional format of portrait photography. Madani records 
the poses, clothes and behaviour of his clients reflecting the 
social and political contexts in which they lived as well as the 
norms and the taboos. He portrays anonymous personages, 
people who normally fall below the radar of public interest.

Akram Zaatari initiated the project to bring these photographs 
to public attention through the Arab Image Foundation, which 
now manages the Madani archive. Zaatari combines the skills of 
a historian, a curator and an artist. He is interested in salvaging 
and preserving the past, in challenging the perceived norms 
of history. ‘Diversity is the most important factor in resisting 
misrepresentation’ he stated. ‘Focusing on individuality thus 
becomes a political mission.’

Akram Zaatari (b.1966, Lebanon) lives and works in Beirut.

C A R E Y  Y O U N G

REPORT OF THE LEGAL    
SUBCOMMITTEE, 2010
GICLEE PRINT 

A K R A M  Z A A T A R I

OBJECTS OF STUDY/THE ARCHIVE 
OF STUDIO SHEHRAZADE/HASHEM 
EL MADANI/STUDIO PRACTICES, 2006
SIX PHOTOGRAPHS, GELATIN SILVER 
PRINT ON PAPER
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